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The adventure continues in this third book in the New York Times bestselling series.Erdas is a
land of balance. A rare link, the spirit animal bond, bridges the human and animal worlds. Conor,
Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan each have this gift-and the grave responsibility that comes with it.But
the Conquerors are trying to destroy this balance. They're swallowing whole cities in their rush
for power-including Meilin's home. Fed up with waiting and ready to fight, Meilin has set off into
enemy territory with her spirit animal, a panda named Jhi. Her friends aren't far behind . . . but
they're not the only ones.The enemy is everywhere.
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ABOVE, BLOCKING OUT the sun and casting deep shadows on the intersection of two narrow
paths below. Meilin stopped and glared at yet another crossroad in the Great Bamboo Maze, yet
another choice of ways. She did not want to admit, not even to herself, that she had gone wrong
somewhere several miles back and was now hopelessly lost.It had seemed like such a good
idea when she first thought of reaching Zhong through the Maze. The bamboo forest had been
specially grown as a defense where the Wall did not run, and only selected messengers and
senior officials knew the secret ways through the miles and miles of fifty-foot-high bamboo.
Meilin’s father, General Teng, knew the secrets, of course, and long ago he had told Meilin how
to get through from the Northern Entrance.“Always turn left the first ten times,” whispered Meilin
to herself. “Then ten turns always right, then left, right, left, left, left, left, right, right, right.”But she
had followed those instructions and had not found herself on the other side of the Maze. Even
worse, she had counted on getting through in the single day it was supposed to take. The leather
bottle of water she had filled from a stream at the entrance, plus two rice cakes should have
been easily enough to sustain her.Now it was the morning of the third day. Her water bottle was
empty and the rice cakes were distant memories. This, coming at the end of a week’s long trek
by boat and caravan across Eura, often smuggled away in dusty crates and rat-infested holds,
left her feeling frustrated at her failure, as well as hungry and thirsty. Only the distant hope that
her father might still be alive, and that she might somehow live long enough to find him, kept her
from giving up.Angrily, Meilin struck the stem of the nearest bamboo with her quarterstaff, the
blow so powerful that it cracked the four-inch-thick bole. The bamboo fell among its fellows, but
there were so many it might never have been there in the first place. There was nothing but
impossibly tall bamboo all around, the narrow path, the sun high above.For the first time, Meilin
thought she might actually die in the Maze. The daughter of General Teng, to die of thirst in a
bamboo forest! It was unbearable!An itch on her forearm diverted Meilin’s thoughts. She slid up
her sleeve and looked at the tattoo of a sleepy panda. She had kept her spirit animal, Jhi, in her
dormant state in the Great Bamboo Maze, fearing the panda would hold her back. Now that was
the least of Meilin’s concerns.“Come on, then!” ordered Meilin. “Come out and do something
useful. Maybe you could eat a way through the bamboo for me!”There was a flash of light and
sudden movement. A furry weight pressed into her side as Jhi appeared and leaned against her,



pushing her against the closest stand of bamboo, making it shake.“Hey, watch it,” protested
Meilin. She felt something touch her face, and thinking it an insect, brushed it aside, only to feel
more of whatever it was land on her hand. She looked up and saw delicate white flowers falling
from the tips of the bamboo high above, like tiny warm snowflakes.Bamboo flowers.Meilin had
never seen bamboo flowers before. She knew the plants only flowered once every fifty or sixty or
even a hundred years, and then they died. All the bamboo plants, all at once.“The Maze is
dying,” she whispered, staring up at the tops of the bamboo. Every stand of bamboo she could
see was flowering. In a week or two, the bamboo would begin to dry out, crack, and fall. Before
that, the floor of the forest would be covered in flowers, attracting great hordes of rats and other
animals to this once-in-a-century feast.With the Maze gone, yet more of Zhong would be
completely unprotected. The Conquerors had overrun her poor country through the Wall, and
now even its lesser defenses were being torn away. Perhaps even this flowering had been
caused by the Devourer somehow.Jhi sat down heavily and reached up to drag Meilin down next
to her with one big paw.“I can’t sit down!” protested Meilin. “I have to find a way out!”She pushed
the panda’s paw aside and took a few steps along the left-hand path. Then she hesitated,
turned, and took a few steps along the right-hand path. Jhi made a kind of snuffling noise.“Are
you laughing?” demanded Meilin. “This is very serious! I’m lost. I have no food or water. I could
die here!”Jhi patted the ground next to her. It was a very human gesture, and it reminded Meilin
of her father, when he wanted her to sit next to him and receive some wisdom. What she
wouldn’t have given to see him now.“I haven’t got time to sit down!” she rasped. “Come on!”It
really didn’t matter what path she took now, Meilin thought. She was totally lost. What was
important now was speed. She had to get out of the Maze before she died of starvation and
thirst.She set off at a loping run, sure that this time there would be an opening in the tight ranks
of bamboo, that the path would lead to a clearing, that she would be in the open lands of
Zhong.Jhi made another noise behind her, but Meilin ignored it. Once again, her spirit animal
was proving useless. If only she had Essix! The falcon could fly up and spot the way out.“You
would think a panda might be of some use in a bamboo forest!” muttered Meilin. She ran on
another fifty yards, and came to yet another intersection of paths. She could go left, right, or
straight ahead. They all looked exactly the same: long narrow tracks between great stands of
bamboo.Meilin stopped and looked back. Jhi was following her slowly but steadfastly. As the girl
looked, the panda reached up and pulled down a bamboo stem, effortlessly bending it until it
broke. The topmost stems came down near the path just behind the girl, showering her once
again with flowers. Jhi sauntered along and began to eat, stuffing huge pawfuls of bamboo
stems, leaves, and flowers into her mouth.Meilin felt her own hunger, a pain in her middle that
was difficult to ignore. Her mouth would have watered, but it was too dry. She had tried eating the
bamboo on the second day, and it had caused stomach cramps that only made her feel hungrier.
It was too dry, and there were no soft, new shoots that would have been easier to digest.“There
has to be a way out,” she whispered. She looked wildly at the different paths. There really was no
difference between them. She had gone right last time. Now she would go left, Meilin thought.



Left and then right at the next intersection, and so on. Zigzagging. That would work. She would
get somewhere that way.“Come on,” she said to Jhi.This time Meilin didn’t run. She just didn’t
have the energy anymore. But she walked fast, ignoring her hunger pains and rasping throat, the
heat and the humidity.“I will find a way out,” she whispered. “I will get to Zhong. I will fight the
Devourer and our enemies.”But against that, there was a small voice in her head that whispered
a hopeless, constantly repeating thought.I’m going to die. I’m lost and I’m going to die.CONOR
HUNCHED DOWN IN THE FOREPEAK OF THE TELLUN’S Pride, the fastest ship in the
Greencloak fleet. He was drenched with spray every minute or so as the ship crashed through
each rolling wave, but at least he could be alone in his misery. Being wet just felt like a small,
suitable punishment for what he had done. Giving up the Iron Boar Talisman of Rumfuss to the
enemy . . . even though he still felt like he had no choice, he had to do it to save his
family . . . Conor felt hopeless and ashamed.Not for the first time, Conor wondered if there had
been some kind of cosmic mistake. Surely he was meant to be a shepherd and nothing more?
He shouldn’t be a Greencloak, and he shouldn’t have one of the Great Beasts as his spirit
animal. He just wasn’t cut out to be a hero, and Erdas needed real heroes to obtain the
talismans of the Great Beasts and defeat the Devourer.Sharp teeth gently touched the back of
his neck. He knew those teeth. It was Briggan, grabbing him by the collar to pull him out of his
hidey-hole, as if he were an errant cub.“I’m coming, I’m coming,” he said with a sigh.The wolf let
him go and backed up along the deck.“What is it?”Briggan turned and went toward the ladder
down from the forecastle to the main deck, his claws clattering. At the top of the ladder, he
looked back, his piercing blue eyes on Conor.Conor looked past the wolf. Tarik, Rollan, and
Abeke were standing facing each other just behind the mainmast, in a semicircle that had two
obvious gaps. At least they were obvious to him. One was his own place, and he supposed
Briggan had come to drag him there. The other empty spot was Meilin’s. Meilin, who would never
have gone off all alone to Zhong if Conor hadn’t given in to the Earl of Trunswick and ruined
everything. . . .He considered his companions for a moment. Tarik really was a hero already, their
mentor and guide, an experienced older Greencloak. Next to him, with that typical grin on his
face, was Rollan, the smart-mouthed city boy. He didn’t look like he was paying attention to Tarik,
unlike Abeke. She was serious, she liked to do things properly, but she had been kinder to Conor
than the others after he had failed them. Perhaps her calm center came from being a hunter.
Abeke was patient with people as well as animals. . . .“Ah, Conor! Come and join us!” called out
Tarik. “We’re going to try scaling the mast again, using Arax’s talisman. You can go first.”“I
thought it was Abeke’s turn to go first,” said Rollan with a thinly veiled glance of contempt at
Conor. Conor winced. He’d once thought Rollan a friend, but not anymore. Not since Meilin
left . . .“Yes, it’s Abeke’s turn,” Conor said. “She’s better at jumping than I am anyway.”“That’s why
we practice,” said Tarik patiently. “You’ll need all your skills when we go after the next
talisman.”“What is the next talisman?” said Abeke. “We don’t know where another one is.”“And
even if we get it,” said Rollan, “Conor will probably just give it to the Conquerors
anyway!”“Enough of that!” said Tarik. “I am sure there will be news of one of the other Great



Beasts when we get back to Greenhaven. Lenori will have found one for sure.”“I am sorry,” said
Conor, hating the way Rollan wouldn’t meet his eye. “You know I am . . . but my family . . .”“You
people and your families,” muttered Rollan. “It almost makes me glad mine ditched me
early.”“The people we love are our strengths,” said Abeke, “but they are our weakness too. When
their lives are at stake, it is hard to know what is right.”The concession seemed to surprise Rollan
as much as it surprised Conor. “You’re letting him off the hook —?”“I say only that we should try
to understand.” Abeke’s glare was for both of them. “All lives are in danger until the Conquerors
are defeated. All families, including my own.”That was a rebuke, one Conor felt he deserved. He
bit his lip and reached for Briggan and the reassurance of the wolf’s furry neck. But his fingers
met empty air. Briggan had moved away. Maybe it was just because the ship had met another
wave, bigger than usual, but it felt to Conor as if even his spirit animal didn’t want to be
associated with him too closely.“Abeke’s right,” said Tarik. He spoke calmly, as always, but with
considerable force. “Hence the importance of training. Here is the talisman. See how quickly you
can reach the maintop.”“With Uraza’s help?” asked Abeke. Her leopard was dormant, a tattoo on
her forearm. Uraza was not keen on the sea.Tarik shook his head. “Not this time. See what you
can do just jumping with the talisman.”Abeke nodded. Conor looked up, worried for her. The
maintop was a small platform only ten feet short of the mainmast’s imposing eighty-foot height. It
was reached by climbing up the ratlines, narrow nets of ropelike ladders that ran up from the
deck. But what they had been practicing was jumping straight from the deck to the first spar, or
crosspiece, that went across the mast. This was thirty feet from the deck. It was made even more
difficult by the plunging and rolling of the ship.If Abeke fell, Conor hoped she would try to aim for
the sea. Better to fall in the water than be smashed on the deck — unless she landed on one of
the rockback whales pulling the ship, of course.“Focus,” Tarik told her. “Concentrate on drawing
the talisman’s power. Aim for the exact spot you want on the spar, and have your hands ready to
take hold when you land.”Abeke stretched her shoulders, then her calves. Uraza was
astonishingly dexterous, able to change direction even in midair. Conor didn’t know how Abeke
would fare without her.“Go!” said Tarik as the ship settled down in the trough on the far side of a
wave.Abeke jumped. The astonishing power of the Granite Ram propelled her upward with
thrilling acceleration. She was headed straight up, like a perfectly shot arrow — and then Conor
realized that she was going too fast, jumping too high. She was going to hurl way past the first
spar. In fact, she was going to go over the top of the mast, miss all the ropes, the spars,
everything, and go plummeting down the other side!Conor gasped as she desperately tucked in
her knees and did a somersault in the air to slow herself down. Then, just as she cleared the
very top of the mast, she stretched out, reached across, and gripped the thin rope there, the flag
halyard used for raising the standard of the Greencloaks, guardians of Erdas. For a second
Conor thought it might break, and he would watch Abeke go hurtling on her way to certain
death.But the rope held. Abeke swung around the mast and struck her shins against a horizontal
spar. Her grip slipped a yard down the rope before she caught herself, swinging back the other
way. The same wooden spar almost cracked her across the head. She avoided it only by



executing an inelegant but effective somersault and kicking her feet against the spar. Finally she
slowed enough to climb down to the maintop. There, she looked back to the deck seventy feet
below. She waved, and Conor waved back with relief.“That’s one powerful talisman,” said
Rollan.“It responds to Abeke’s natural gifts,” said Tarik, nodding in approval.“I guess so,” said
Rollan. “Hard to see what use a wolf will be up there, eh, Conor?”Before Conor could decide if
that was supposed to be a joke or not, Rollan looked up. Essix, who had taken to perching on
one of the stays that supported the mainmast, suddenly launched into the air with a long, falling
cry.“Has she seen something?” Conor asked.Rollan pointed off to port, across the white-
touched blue sea, toward the curved horizon. “There. A bird, I think.”Tarik was shielding his eyes
with his hand and looking as well. “I can’t see anything.”“Yes, a little black-and-white bird, flying
low,” Rollan went on. “It’s kind of skipping over the waves, coming straight for us. Essix can’t be
hungry, can she? I fed her this morning!”“It’s a stormy petrel,” said Tarik. “A messenger bird, like
the pigeons of Eura. From Olvan or Lenori, I would guess.”A thud on the deck behind them made
everyone turn. Abeke was there, crouched on one knee, one hand on the deck.“I climbed down
and then jumped from the lowest spar!” she said excitedly. “I knew I could do it. The talisman
slowed me as I fell, like a feather drifting. Who’s up next?”“I think we’ll take a break,” said Tarik.
“We have a message.”“I heard a song about stormy petrels once,” said Rollan guardedly. “Don’t
they bring storms or bad luck?”Conor, who had been straining to see, finally made out a little bird
rising up from the sea. It looked like it was bouncing off a wave. The petrel paused on the rail,
then skittered to Tarik’s hand. Essix flew overhead and landed on Rollan’s shoulder, fierce amber
eyes meeting the petrel’s darting black ones.Tarik carefully removed a tiny bronze capsule from
the petrel’s leg, and held the bird up. It made a squeaking, chattering sound and flew back to the
open sea.“There’s a message in there?” asked Conor. “It looks too small.”Tarik nodded and
twisted the tiny capsule apart. Inside was a scroll the size of his little fingernail. He took it out and
unfurled it to a surprising length.“Onion-skin paper,” he said.“Is it about Meilin?” asked Conor. He
really hoped she was all right. They had been on a scouting mission for a week, to take their
minds off the missing girl as well as to train them in seacraft. It hadn’t worked. If only there was
good news, that she was safe in Zhong with the Greencloaks there, or returning safely to them
even now . . .“In part,” said Tarik. “It is from Olvan. ‘No news of Meilin. Positive report on location
of Dinesh. New orders. Go to Kho Kensit. Rendezvous messenger at Inn of the Bright Moon,
outside East Gate of Xin Kao Dai. But beware. Enemy holds city. Good luck.’”“Where now?”
asked Rollan. “I thought we were going back to Greenhaven, or at least somewhere warm.”“Kho
Kensit is an outlying region of Zhong,” said Tarik. Lumeo, his spirit animal, mimicked his frown,
his little otter face all scrunched up. “Xin Kao Dai is the closest port.”“We can’t just sail into
enemy territory,” said Conor. “We’d need an army!”“It’s a busy port, with travelers from all over,”
said Tarik. “If we disguise ourselves and get put ashore at night in one of the ship’s boats . . .”“I’m
good with disguises,” said Rollan. “There’s a clothing box in the first mate’s cabin. There’s bound
to be some cloaks that aren’t green, plus other stuff we can use. Hey, we could dress up as
minstrels! They always seem to come and go without any problems.”“We don’t have any



instruments,” said Tarik. “Nor the skill to play them.”“What about shadow puppets?” suggested
Conor. “A troupe visited Trunswick once. We’d only need a big sheet — we could borrow a sail —
cut out some figures and get a big lantern. The troupe I saw did a show about all the different
kinds of sheep, you know: Amayan Blackbelly, Euran Longhaired White. . . .”“Sheep puppets!”
exclaimed Rollan, as though he’d never heard anything more ridiculous.“We will have a day to
think of something, with the whales at full stretch,” Tarik said. “I’ll ask the captain when I inform
him of the course change. He may have an idea we haven’t thought of.”Abeke was rereading the
message.“Dinesh is the elephant, isn’t he?” she said, pointing at the tiny script. “I mean the
Elephant. The Great Beast.”“Yes,” said Tarik. “Keeper of the Slate Elephant Talisman. Which we
must obtain.”Abeke looked at Conor.“We’ll keep this one when we get it, right?” said
Rollan.Conor nodded miserably.“Of course we will,” said Tarik. “But for now, you should resume
your practice, while the sea is relatively calm. Who’s next?”“You go,” blurted Conor to Rollan.
“I . . . I feel a bit seasick suddenly. I have to go lie down.”He turned and stumbled away, almost
falling over Briggan before dragging himself alongside the rail to the aft companionway, and then
down to the cabins below. The wolf patiently followed at his heels.Conor didn’t really feel
seasick. He just felt ashamed. How could he practice when it was clear Rollan didn’t trust him?
Tarik and Abeke were trying, he could tell, but not Rollan. Every time Conor said something,
Rollan was quick to put him back in his place. How could he help get a new talisman from
another Great Beast when Rollan wouldn’t let him forget how horribly wrong everything had
gone with the Iron Boar?Adding to his misery was the thought of sneaking into occupied
territory, one of a handful of people against the full might of the Conquerors. Conor wasn’t a
coward, but what might happen if they were caught was too horrible to contemplate. He wasn’t
just worried about himself, but about Briggan too, and the people he had come to think of as
friends, no matter what they thought of him. They would all have to contribute. There wouldn’t be
room for mistakes.“I’ll do whatever it takes,” he whispered to Briggan as he sat on his narrow
bunk and drew the wolf close. “I’ll show them I can be a real Greencloak!”
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TeacherReader, “Fun and Action-Packed. These Spirit Animals books get better and better! This
third installment was chock full of exciting action sequences and palpable danger. We also see a
lot more character development, especially as Meilin struggles to understand her place with the
Greencloaks. I enjoyed seeing her relationship with Jhi, her spirit animal panda, strengthen. After
two books of wanting to throttle Meilin, it was a nice change of pace for her to finally get real.In
this third book of the multi-author Spirit Animals series, the Conquerers are devouring whole
cities in their quest to disrupt and control the bond between animals and humans. Concerned for
her homeland, Meilin has left the others to find her father and fight the enemy. But Meilin soon
finds that she's not the only one sneaking into the country.The story takes place largely in the
country of Zhong, a pseudo Asia. Nix and Williams fill the book's locations with rich details. Over
the course of Blood Ties we visit a massive bamboo maze, a swamp teeming with enraged
crocodiles, and a lake surrounded by high cliffs. This is the first of the Spirit Animals books that
really showed me the world of Erdas.I was also glad to see a stronger focus on the overall
problem of the series, the Devourer's quest to conquer Erdas. Those enormous crazy-eyed
crocodiles were terrifying!In my review of Book 2, I had to write a qualification about how multi-
author series often water down the elements that make an author's writing style unique.
However, that was not true in Blood Ties. I love Garth Nix's other books, such as Shade's
Children and Sabriel, for his marvelous world-building. He and Williams pulled off a great world
in this book too. Cheers!Overall, my students and I really love these books and this one is the
best so far. Some of my fifth graders have expressed concern that the series is starting to get a
bit repetitive. The first 3 are unique enough to be fun reads, but there is some formulaic writing
emerging. It hasn't been annoying yet since the authors have mixed it up, but it I agree with my
students that it will be a challenge to keep this series fresh.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Best Book. I am a sixth grader and I love to read. This is by far one of the
best books I have ever read. I highly recommend this book along with the rest of the spirit
animals series. This book is about Meilin's travel to Zhong and her return to the greencloaksjust
in time to help in the battle for the slate elephant. Tragic loses happen to the greencloaks, but in
the end they all stay strong. This book also had some slight Reilin (Rollan+Meilin) moments
which I got excited about. After the battle for the slate elephant the rhino riders decide to join the
Zhonganeize resistance and the greencloaks against the conquerors. What will happen next?! I
DON'T KNOW BUT I AM IN LOVE WITH SPIRIT ANIMALS READ THIS BOOK!!! :D”

Christyk, “Another good book in the series.. This book follows the girl, Meilin and her spirit
animal, the Panda, Jhi. While Meilin originally struggles with her belief that Jhi is useless, they
both work to appreciate each other's strengths and weaknesses. The war continues to rage,
while the four struggle to obtain the token of the elephant, Dinesh.A good story, delicately



dealing with issues of trust and loss.”

Librarian, “Good series. Came packaged well.”

Nancy Bongiovanni, “Great kids read~. If you have kids in your world - this series is a must read.
The characters are well constructed, and themes easily understood. I have not accessed the on
line components, but my young friends have and rave about it. If you like to keep up with what
the kids are reading, include this series.  Book 3 is about the next goal to achieve the "totems."”

Kathy Wilkerson, “Very happy Gramma!. Bought as a Christmas present for my grandson! He
loves this series and was so excited to get it! Fast shipping and great product made this a win!”

KC, “great book series. bought for my 12 year old. he loves this series”

Haresh Nagpal, “The book is like an episode. This series is developing like episodes of a
cartoon series. Although the stories are fun and interesting, with some good twists and turns,
easy to read writing style, after some time you will get a little bored as you really want some
major development in the story. Every time the heroes go in a journey to get a talisman of a spirit
animals to faraway lands, land from one trouble to another and so on and so forth. The best
parts are the of course the action packed fighting ones which are quite nicely described. I would
recommend this book to children below 15 years of age looking for a good read although anyone
can read these as the books are quite fun.”

Monika, “Very short book for that price. It arrived on time, good quality, hard cover, but a very
small and short book and it seems expensive at that.”

Amanda, “Five Stars. My son loves this book series. Fast delivery and lovely quality”

K8, “Well written. I think this book is more action packed than the first two were, but you have to
have read the first two to make sense of it. It is more bloody than the others, and features a big
battle at the end. Overall, great book, spirit animals team, and I can't wait to see more!”

SM, “Five Stars. Arrived ontime. My son loves the books”

sophy limbu, “Five Stars. My lil sis is happy.”

The book by Garth Nix has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 659 people have provided feedback.
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